D.M.A.S.A
(Dance Masters Association Of South Africa)

Proudly Presents:
DANCE MASTERS OF ALL TIMES
DANCE AWARDS!!!

2013
PROSPECTUS
Please ensure that you read this Code of Ethics carefully.

Studios and teachers who are entering for the Dance Masters Of All Time Dance Awards will be deemed as accepting this Code of Ethics, which will be strictly adhered to.

- At all times all will be expected to avoid criticism of the methods and manner adhered to.

- Loyalty to our chosen profession is paramount and at no time should a Studio / teacher cause any publicity that could be deemed to lower the dignity and standing of our profession. No damage to the individual reputation of any person will be accepted or tolerated.

- Any breach of professional etiquette will render the studio / teacher liable for suspension and/or expulsion from the Dance Olympus. The Committee reserves the right to determine what constitutes a “breach of professional etiquette”.

- Please remember our teachers and our participants are all very important to us. Feel free anytime to discuss any matter with us. Linda Kumm, Head of the Pole Fitness Division of DMASA, can be contacted at any time.

  lindakumm@vodamail.co.za

Committee Greetings
LINDA KUMM - DEDUCTIONS JUDGE:

Owner of “The Art of Pole & Sensual Fitness” Pole Dance & Fitness School in Roodepoort, Gauteng. Professional Pole Fitness Instructor, Judge & Dance Coreographer.
Head of the Pole Fitness Division of DMASA.

Qualification:
* Professional Pole Dance Fitness Instructor and Coreography Diploma - Advanced Level 2012
* Professional Pole Dance Fitness Instructor and Coreography Diploma - Beginner & Intermediate level 2011
* Train the Trainer and Coreography Certification 2011
* Intermediate & Advanced Pole Dance Fitness Certificate 2011
* Beginner Pole Dance Fitness Certificate 2009

Competitions:
• Miss Pole Dance S.A. 2008 (Hosted by BodyMind Studio’s)
* The South African Pole Fitness Championships 2010
* Best online Intermediate Pole Dance Video 2011
* Miss Impala 2012 (Hosted by Impala Studio’s)
• The Holiday Pole Competition 2013 (Hosted by the Goddess Foundation)

Judge of:
* National Pole Dance Fitness Competition
* East Coast Pole Competition
* PoleTrix Competition

Organiser of:
• National Pole Dance Fitness Competition
* PoleTrix Competition
* S.A.’s Best Fitness Photo Competition (Fundraiser for SPCA)
* Valentines Pole Dance Show
* Dazzling Pole Diva’s Show
* Back to School Pole Dance Show

Head of:
DMASA Pole Fitness Division - Dance Awards, Regionals & SA Championships

ANITA JACK - ARTISTIC JUDGE:

From an early age trained in ballet.

She then pursued other dance forms including Freestyle, Spanish and Hip Hop.

She took up Latin American and Ballroom dancing – competing in Regional and National Championships around South Africa for many years.

During her Latin and Ballroom dancing years, she also participated in many shows and productions.

Degree in Bachelors in Business Administration at the Aristotellian College - Class of 1999

She took up Pole Fitness in 2007.

Competitions in Pole Fitness:
Miss Pole Dance SA Amateur Champion 2007
Miss Pole Dance SA Intermediate Champion 2009
Miss Polesque Professional runner-up 2011
JANINE LEHMANN – TECHNICAL JUDGE:

Pole Dance Instructor, Pole Stretch Instructor, Fit to Flex Instructor. Technical Judge, Deductions Judge. Choreography and personal trainer in building up muscle strength for pole dance and Aerial Arts

International:

Janine was accepted by video entry to take part in the 2nd Pole World Cup 2012 in Brazil. She was additionally accredited with being one of three to Judge at this event for the Professional category.

Invitations for 2013:

• To Judge at the East Coast Pole 2013
• To take part in Masters category in London in the World Pole Sport Championship 2013.

Accolades listed below:

• Pole 1 and Sensual Fitness Instructor Certification with Body Mind Studios 2007
• Pole 2 and 3 Instructor Certification with Body Mind Studios 2007
• 1st Princess Miss Pole Dance SA 2008
• SA Pole Dancing Championships 2009
• Miss POLESQUE 2011
• Judge at East Coast Pole 2011
• Best Pole Photo 2011
• Instructors course for JUKARI Fit to Fly and JUKARI Fit to Flex at the REEBOK Convention 2011
• Convention Ambassador for Pole Dancing 2011
• Fit to Flex Basic Foundation Certification with REEBOK
• Second Place National Pole Fitness Competition 2012
• Miss Movida 2012

• Participant at Pole Unity 2011 and 2012 motivated to raise funds for Cancer and to uplift dance schools
• SA Dance Masters Regional Federation Colours 2012
• SA Dance Masters National Federation Colours 2012
• Fund raising event for Cancer for the COWS organization 2012
• Deductions Judge at Miss Pole Dance SA 2011 and 2012
• Participant at the 2 Pole World Cup Brazil 2012
• Judge at the 2 Pole World Cup Brazil 2012
• Technical Judge at the PoleTrix Competition 2013 (hosted by The Art of Pole And Sensual Fitness Studio)
DATES & ENTRY:
The Dance Awards & Regionals will take place on the 23rd of August 2013.
The SA Championships will take place on the 24th of August 2013.

ENTRY FEES:
* Dance Awards SOLO’S = R150.00
* Dance Awards DUETS = R120.00 each
* Regionals = R210.00
These entry fees must accompany your entry form.
* SA Championships = R300.00 – to be paid to Linda Kumm at the judging table on the morning of the 24th of August.

Only straight solo’s can qualify for Regionals and SA Championships.

How it works:
Should you wish to enter the Dance Awards only, you pay R150 for a solo entry. You will only be marked for Dance Awards and do not qualify to be marked for Regional Colours.

Should you wish to enter for both the Dance Awards & Regionals, your fees will be as follows:
Solo Entries only:
You pay R150.00 Dance Awards entry fee PLUS R210.00 Regionals entry fee, and you write in RED the letters RC on your entry form next to your name. (RC stands for Regional Colours.) You will only be marked for Regionals if the letters RC are next to your name in RED.
Entry fee for Regional Colours is an additional R210-00 per competitor per dance style. The candidate pay her normal entry fee of R150.00 + the additional R210.00 for colours.

You will only perform one routine, but will get marked for both the Dance Awards as well as for Regionals at the same time.

Should you get 85% or higher, you will be awarded your Regional Colours and you then qualify to compete for your South African Colours in the SA Championships, which will take place on the next day the 24th of August 2013. Advanced level dancers must perform a different routine than the day before. You will be disqualified for performing the same routine.

You then have to pay your SA Championships entry fee which is R300 per entry. You pay this fee with Linda Kumm at the venue on the morning of the 24th of August. Linda will wear a yellow name badge and will be sitting at the judges table. Linda can be contacted on 082 567 3451. No payment, no participation!

Only the best of the best will receive SA Championships Colours. This Colours must be used to represents the SA DANCE TEAM SOUTH AFRICA.

Entry fees MUST accompany the entry form and will not be refunded in the event of the competitor not performing.

COLOURS CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE FOLLOWING DANCE TYPES:
Disco, Open, Modern Contemporary, Modern, Acro dance, Tap, Ballet, Hip-Hop, Vocal, Song and Dance, Musical Theatre, Street Jazz, Afro Jazz, Spanish, Pole Dance Fitness
“Scratching” will carry a fine of R20-00 per item. This is a huge problem every year! If your name has been stipulated on the programme you are not allowed to scratch. No entry fees will be refunded.

Entry fees will only be refunded if the “THE DANCE MASTERS OF ALL TIME DANCE AWARDS” is unable to take place, due to unforeseen circumstances. Dancers will, in such an event be officially notified.

Students can not enter in their own capacity and have to enter under direction of their dance school. Only dance schools who are registered with DMASA my enter their students.

If there is a dancer which does not belong to a dance school or who’s dance school is not registered with DMASA, they are allowed to enter under the name of “The Art of Pole And Sensual Fitness Studio”. Contact Linda Kumm on 082 567 3451 / lindakumm@vodamail.co.za

There is no limit to the number of entries a studio may enter.

The Committee reserves the right to disqualify an entry when it does not comply with all the requirements as set out.

Entries close on the 30th of June 2013. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED!

TIME LIMITS:

Time limits must be adhered strictly. Exact times for each dance entered must be noted on the entry forms. This is essential for the program to run on time. Adjudicators will time the dancers.

The following time limits MUST be strictly adhered to. All items will be timed. Competitors exceeding the time stipulated, will face disqualification, A maximum of 10 seconds overrun will be allowed.

Solo’s:

Beginners: 2 min
Intermediate: 3 min
Advanced: 4 min

Duets:

Beginners: 2 min
Intermediate: 3 min
Advanced: 4 min

NO PRACTISING will be allowed on stage during intervals. The sound equipment of the Dance Awards may not be used for any purpose, other than a performance, at any time or under any circumstances.
SCORING SYSTEM:

Marks will be awarded to competitors. The adjudication will adhere to the following symbols:

- **A++** 95% - 100%  
  GOLD Medal
- **A+** 90% - 94%  
  GOLD Medal
- **A** 80% - 89%  
  GOLD Medal
- **B+** 75% - 79%  
  SILVER Medal
- **B** 70% - 74%  
  SILVER Medal
- **C+** 65% - 69%  
  BRONZE Medal
- **C** 60% - 64%  
  BRONZE Medal

* Merit - 60% and under Certificate of Participation

* If you score 85% and higher in the Dance Awards, you will be awarded with Regional Colours. You then also qualify to compete for your SA Colours the following day on the 24th of August 2013. A score of 85% and higher will award you your National Colours.

SCHOOLS FLOATING TROPHY:

The school with the most entries, wins a “Special Schools Floating Trophy”.

THE DECISION OF THE ADJUDICATORS IS FINAL

REPORTS AND CERTIFICATES:

ONLY teachers will be allowed to receive Certificates, medals and Reports on behalf of their students, if students are not available on the day of the adjudication.

NO Reports and Certificates will be issued after the Dance Awards. All Reports and Certificates must be collected by the teachers, from Linda Kumm on the last day of competition. If not collected, it will be forfeited. No student is allowed to collect certificates, medals or reports, it must be collected by the teacher.

It is the responsibility of the students and/or teachers to check Reports and Certificates upon collection. If a certificate has to be reprinted due to a faulty entry of the teacher/student, then a fee of R60-00 per certificate will be charged. If the committee made a printing mistake it will be reprinted free of charge.
REGULATIONS AND QUERIES:

All participants accept the manner and method of judging by the adjudicators. Competitors, teachers and parents are not allowed to approach the workers in the office. Any queries must be handled by the teacher concerned and taken up with Linda Kumm. Results are final and no re-dancing at all. Reports can be collected from Linda Kumm after the SA Championships on the last day of the competition.

The decision of the adjudicators is final!

Should a competitor, teacher or parent be asked to leave due to misbehaving, no refunds will be given!

PROGRAMMES:

Times for the Dance Awards will be finalised as soon as possible after the closing date for entries. The times of appearances must be checked IMMEDIATELY and entries must be double-checked for any possible errors made by the programme compilers. Teachers MUST inform the Committee of any amendments IMMEDIATELY they are identified. After the programme has been printed NO CHANGES can be made. Programmes are copyrighted and NO DUPLICATION or COPIES may be made of any part of the programme of “THE DANCE MASTER OF ALL TIME DANCE AWARDS”.

ADMISSION TICKETS:

Admission ticket is R 10-00 per day per person. Tickets will only be sold at the door. Teachers and dancers will get free entry and their admission tickets will be mailed to them beforehand.

INDEMNITY:

“THE DANCE MASTERS OF ALL TIME DANCE AWARDS” and its affiliated members will not be held responsible for any injury, loss or damage incurred by anyone during the Dance Awards.

AMENDMENTS:
This syllabus contains the global planning of “THE DANCE MASTERS OF ALL TIME DANCE AWARDS” for each year. Where required, by circumstances, the committee reserves the right to make amendments. Such amendments, as well as any further arrangements of concerns to you, will be notified to all parties in due course.
STUDIOS AND COMPETITORS FAILING TO COMPLY WITH THE RULES AND REGULATIONS AS SET OUT ABOVE FACE DISQUALIFICATION FROM THIS AND FUTURE DANCE AWARDS. PLEASE ENSURE YOU ARE FULLY ACQUAINTED WITH ALL THE RULES AND REGULATIONS.

WELCOME ON BOARD OF THE DANCE MASTERS ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA

BANKING DETAILS:
Please email your entry form together with your proof of payment. Please use your name & surname as reference.
To be paid into the following account:

The Art of Pole
FNB Clearwater
Cheque Account
Acc No: 565 2000 6482
Branch: 251 141

NO Videos cameras will be allowed in the hall. NO Cell phone recordings will be allowed during a performance. We will not hesitate to disqualify any candidate or studio involved in video taping of any performance. A video camera man will be appointed by the committee.

NO flash photography will be allowed during a performance. Photographs may be taken during adjudication’s.
**REGIONAL FEDERATION COLOURS**

REGIONAL FEDERATION COLOURS CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:

The following can be ordered for REGIONAL FEDERATION COLOURS:

* Tracksuit Top with DANCE MASTER ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA logo.
  
  Only Tracksuit Top can be ordered for Regional Federation Colours. No pants.

* A Label badge of dance type and year.

* A Name badge with students name and surname.

Black jazz pants can be worn with Tracksuit Top.

ORDERS MUST BE PLACED VIA E-MAIL WITH LINDA KUMM AFTER THE DANCE AWARDS [lindakumm@vodamail.co.za](mailto:lindakumm@vodamail.co.za)

ALL CANDIDATES AND STUDIO’S WILL BE MAILED ORDER FORMS THE WEEK AFTER THE DANCE AWARDS.

---

**SA CHAMPIONSHIPS FEDERATION COLOURS**

SOUTH AFRICAN CHAMPIONSHIPS FEDERATION COLOURS CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:

The following can be ordered for SA FEDERATION COLOURS:

* The Green and Yellow tracksuit with DANCE MASTER ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA logo and SOUTH AFRICAN FLAG

* A Name badge with students name and surname.

ORDERS MUST BE PLACED VIA E-MAIL WITH LINDA KUMM AFTER THE DANCE AWARDS [lindakumm@vodamail.co.za](mailto:lindakumm@vodamail.co.za)

ALL CANDIDATES AND STUDIO’S WILL BE MAILED ORDER FORMS THE WEEK AFTER THE DANCE AWARDS.
Address:
Kiepersol Community Centre
Cnr of Alan & De Hoewe
El Doraigne

CENTURION DIRECTIONS:

From Pretoria North/Central:

Take Struben street out onto the Ben Schoeman/N14 highway. Take the Jean Ave. turn off, make a right at the robot into Jean ave.(Jean becomes Littleton ave). Carry on with Littleton ave until it becomes Saxby str.(After you cross Ruimte rd., it becomes Saxby, I think.) Three streets after that, you turn right into Alan str. Take the next street on your left(De Hoewe str.) and the entrance to the hall is about 30m from the corner.

From JHB/Midrand:

Take the N1 North until you reach the N1/N14 split, keep to the right and follow the N14. Take the Jean ave. turn off and make a left into Jean ave.(Jean becomes Littleton ave). Carry on with Littleton ave until it becomes Saxby str.(After you cross Ruimte rd., it becomes Saxby, I think.) Three streets after that, you turn right into Alan str. Take the next street on your left(De Hoewe str.) and the entrance to the hall is about 30m from the corner.

From Pta East:

Take the N1 highway south and take the Botha ave turn off. Make a left into Station str. and carry on until you reach Jean ave. Turn right into Jean ave and carry on until it becomes Littleton ave. (Right after Going underneath the highway). Carry on with Littleton ave until it becomes Saxby str.(After you cross Ruimte rd., it becomes Saxby, I think.) Three streets after that, you turn right into Alan str. Take the next street on your left(De Hoewe str.) and the entrance to the hall is about 30m from the corner.

You should already see the hall when driving down Saxby on your right hand side, just before you reach Alan rd.
If you are coming from far and need a place to stay overnight, below are a few guest houses in the area:

**Hampton House, Centurion, Gauteng**

**Hampton House**

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
Hampton House, 95 Durham Road, Clubview, Centurion, 0014, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Amelia Macaskill, Tel: +27 (0)12 654-1047, Fax: +27 (0)86 553-6967, Mobile: +27 (0)84 812-0165

**Clubview Guest House, Centurion, Gauteng**

**Clubview Guest House**

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
Clubview Guest House, 180 London Road, Clubview East, Centurion, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Reservations, Tel: +27 (0)12 654-6812 or +27 (0)12 654-6813, Fax: +27 (0)86 621-5526
Africa House, Centurion, Gauteng

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
Africa House, 38 Phyllite Avenue, Zwartkop x8, Centurion, 0157, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Mariana van Vuuren, Tel: +27 (0)12 663-5319, Fax: +27 (0)86 518-9649, Mobile: +27 (0)82 504-1351

Acacia Lodge Centurion, Centurion, Gauteng

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
Acacia Lodge Centurion, 70 Jean Avenue, Centurion, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Chrissie Erasmus, Tel: +27 (0)12 667-3990, Fax: +27 (0)12 667-3990, Mobile: +27 (0)82 826-2793
Sonia's Cosy Cottage, Centurion, Gauteng

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
Sonia's Cosy Cottage, 145 Pine Avenue, Bronberrrik / Hennopspark, Centurion, 0157, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Sonia McHeath, Tel: +27 (0)12 660-3368, Fax: +27 (0)12 660-2068, Mobile: +27 (0)83 633-6777

River Meadow Manor, Irene, Gauteng

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
River Meadow Manor, 1 Twin Rivers Estate, Jan Smuts Avenue, Irene, Northern Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Bonnie, Tel: +27 (0)12 667-9660, Fax: +27 (0)86 686-8883, Mobile: +27 (0)82 343-1518
Arbez Home Lodge, Centurion, Gauteng

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
Arbez Home Lodge, 60 Jaqueline Street, The Reeds, Centurion, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Reception, Tel: +27 (0)12 655-0942, Fax: +27 (0)12 661-2938, Mobile: +27 (0)83 630-1953

Somerslus Guest House, Irene, Gauteng

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:
Somerslus Guest House, 12 Iris Lane, Irene, Centurion, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Mona, Tel: +27 (0)12 667-1467, Fax: +27 (0)12 667-1467, Mobile: +27 (0)82 775-3248
**Acorn Place, Irene, Gauteng**

**DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:**
Acorn Place, 78 Saint Anne’s Lane, Irene, 0157, Northern Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Lynn Judge, Fax: +27 (0)86 696-3071, Mobile: +27 (0)79 282-9880, Skype: butchjudge

---

**Plovers Guest House, Eldoraigne, Gauteng**

**DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE:**
Plovers Guest House, 4 Plovers Path, Eldoraigne, Ext 3 Centurion, 0157, Gauteng, South Africa
Contact: Cindy Huddle, Tel: +27 (0)12 653-2185, Fax: +27 (0)86 617-9836, Mobile: +27 (0)83 457-4716